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In automotive markets worldwide, demand promises to remain strong. While many

regions are likely to see the continuing spread of automobiles, more mature regions

offer encouraging prospects for vehicles incorporating new technology and concepts.

In view of these trends, I am confident that automotive markets will expand in the

medium-to-long term and that the automobile industry will sustain growth by exploit-

ing the substantial potential of these markets. However, in light of the world economic

outlook and other possible sources of instability, the overall international situation

requires careful monitoring. Against that backdrop, my mission is to ensure that we

sustain growth by responding flexibly to operating conditions while capitalizing on

business opportunities.

However, I am not looking to do anything out of the ordinary. As we have always

done, I want to honestly, steadily, and uncompromisingly manufacture vehicles and

develop technology that anticipates the needs of society and customers. Nevertheless, in

an evolving environment, it is important that we distinguish clearly between things that

must be changed and things that must not and have the courage to make the necessary

changes. As I have said since becoming president last year, we will consolidate our foun-

dations while continuing efforts to realize the world’s best products, the world’s fastest

and lowest-cost manufacturing, and the world’s best sales service. I am convinced that

such measures are the most direct route to enhanced corporate value.

The ability of Toyota’s employees to share large ambitions and work as a team to

achieve them is the power that drives the Company’s development forward. Passing on

and evolving this culture, we will continue growing by developing operational activities

based on continuous improvement that anticipates changes in the world. At the same

time, Toyota will foster good relations with all of its stakeholders to become a global

company in which people and local communities around the world place long-term

trust. I ask our shareholders and other investors for their continued support.

July 2006

Katsuaki Watanabe, President

Geared toward Continuing Growth
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[ Evaluation of Business Results ]

Fiscal 2006, ended March 31, 2006, saw Toyota once again
achieve record results. What is your overall evaluation of
the year?

I was very pleased that we were able to provide nearly eight
million vehicles to customers around the world.

I designated fiscal 2006 as a year for consolidating foundations while con-
tinuing to grow. Accordingly, we simultaneously pursued two strategies:
stepping up strategic measures targeting growth and steadily consolidat-
ing foundations for growth. In those efforts, we faced and overcame many
management challenges to achieve favorable business results.

In fiscal 2006, we were able to increase vehicle sales on a consolidated
basis by actively rolling out new models in markets worldwide. In addition,
sales of hybrid vehicles were brisk, with shipments up by 120,000 units, to
263,000 vehicles. To date, we have sold more than 600,000 hybrid vehicles.
Further, Lexus, which we are cultivating as a global premium brand, debuted
in the Japanese market. And, we expanded our networks of dedicated Lexus
dealers in Europe and China. Meanwhile, we increased production capacity at
home and abroad to allow us to cater flexibly to growing global demand. 

It gives me great pride and pleasure that because of those initiatives
the Toyota Group was able to provide close to eight million vehicles to cus-
tomers worldwide. I believe that each vehicle we sell testifies to the trust
customers place in us and represents an endorsement of the painstaking
approach to manufacturing that we have upheld over the years. Without
forgetting our sense of gratitude to customers, we will dedicate ourselves
to building even better vehicles to expand the ranks of Toyota fans and
further Toyota’s development.

How do you rate Toyota’s current profitability and earnings
structure?

I think that an efficient earnings structure is steadily taking
shape despite tough market conditions.

Thanks in part to strong demand in markets worldwide, Toyota’s consoli-
dated vehicle production rose by 500,000 units compared with the previous
fiscal year. Vehicle production is 2.4 million units higher than it was four
years ago. During this period, we have increased investment to enhance
production capacity, and in fiscal 2006 capital investment exceeded ¥1.5
trillion. Moreover, while pursuing expansion, Toyota has worked hard not
to sacrifice profitability and to realize continued growth. In other words,

Katsuaki Watanabe, President
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we aim to ensure that earnings reflect higher vehicle sales by maintaining
high operating income margins. In fiscal 2006, despite a challenging market
environment, we were again able to increase earnings, thanks to market-
ing and cost improvement efforts.

Some observers have expressed concern that the shift in demand in
the automotive market toward compact cars could deteriorate our model
mix, which would impact earnings. However, the profitability of compact
cars has improved significantly compared with previous generations. And,
we aim to increase their profitability even further. As an automaker with a full
lineup of models, Toyota will capitalize on all of its business opportunities in
all market segments to the utmost by strategically developing products that
are in step with market demand.

[ Measures to Achieve Continuing Growth ]

What management challenges does maintaining growth
present?

In the immediate future, we will focus on quality enhance-
ment, further cost reductions, and personnel development.

“Consolidating foundations for growth” means making “visible” issues
that have been hidden by growth, sharing these issues, and steadily work-
ing toward their resolution. I do not feel that identifying numerous issues
is necessarily a bad thing. The emergence of a large number of issues
shows that opportunity for growth remains. Rather, I would be anxious if
we became a company that could not identify any issues.

Toyota needs to tackle a range of issues. Let me narrow them down
into three areas. First is the issue of quality enhancement. It goes without
saying that quality is Toyota’s lifeblood. For the Company, a defective
vehicle is one among, for example, several tens of thousands of problem-
free vehicles. However, we must never forget that for the customer that
vehicle is everything. To reinforce Toyota’s superior quality, we have a
senior managing director dedicated to quality assurance management,
and we are implementing initiatives that include suppliers to fortify quality
management systems.

The second challenge that we face is strengthening cost competitive-
ness. We must implement cost reduction initiatives based on new ideas
and approaches and accelerate the development of systems and technolo-
gy that enable the lower-cost manufacturing and development of products
with outstanding performance and quality. Cost reduction benefits will
play a major role in bolstering Toyota’s market competitiveness because we
will channel them into a wide range of areas, including product appeal
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enhancement, product price reviews, profitability improvement, and invest-
ment in research and development. 

Our third challenge is personnel development. Given the accelerating
expansion of our operations worldwide, we need to rapidly establish self-
supporting local business organizations and localize management. Because
employees are the key to such efforts, we are currently developing employ-
ee-training programs and creating systems to further promote talented
personnel.

In other words, through such efforts to consolidate foundations, we
want to heighten the quality of our management and operations. If we
can advance quality, quantity will follow naturally.

How would you answer those who have expressed concern
about the future repercussions of Toyota’s rapid opera-
tional expansion in recent years?

We are in the process of building a production and supply sys-
tem that can respond flexibly to further demand fluctuations.

It is true that some investors do express reservations about the current
pace of our growth. Based on consideration of diverse factors, I put my
foot on the accelerator or on the brake as appropriate. However, as long
as customers the world over tell us they want Toyota vehicles, I believe our
duty is to continue manufacturing cars with all our might. The reality of
today’s fiercely competitive market is that if you pause even for a short
break your competitors will overtake you at once. That is the nature of
competition.

Of course, Toyota is undertaking a range of measures to ensure that
future demand fluctuations do not significantly impact earnings. An example
of those measures is our recent IMV* project, in which we are constructing a
global production and supply system that allows us to respond flexibly and
promptly to various demand changes. The global scope of the system
enables us to offset demand variations across different regions and make
optimal use of overall production and supply capabilities. Furthermore, we
have mitigated risks associated with demand fluctuation by introducing
innovative production systems and production engineering that increase the
flexibility with which we can raise or lower plant production capacity.

* IMV: An abbreviation of Innovative International Multipurpose Vehicle, which refers to
SUVs, pickup trucks, and other multipurpose vehicles that Toyota develops and
produces overseas for markets worldwide.
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Changing the perspective, would you explain Toyota’s posi-
tive strategies for growth?

Our key strategies for growth are enhancing technology
development capabilities centered on environmental tech-
nology and increasing production through the advancement
of localization.

As long as Toyota is a manufacturer, technology development capabilities
will be the wellspring of its growth. Our active development of technology
reflects guiding principles that call on us to “dedicate ourselves to providing
clean and safe products and to enhancing the quality of life everywhere
through all our activities” and “create and develop advanced technologies
and provide outstanding products and services that fulfill the needs of cus-
tomers worldwide.” In particular, I want to entrench our position as the
automobile industry’s frontrunner in the field of environmental technology
development. For example, with our hybrid strategy—the centerpiece of
our environmental technology initiatives—we are targeting annual sales of
one million hybrid vehicles by the early 2010s. To that end, we are stepping
up efforts to develop innovative technology that will reduce costs and raise
performance and fuel efficiency. Compared with the first Prius model, the
hybrid system in current, second-generation vehicles realizes better perfor-
mance and substantially lowers cost; however, development is under way
of a next generation that halves system size and cost. As for models, plans
call for a doubling of the current lineup of seven passenger-car-type hybrid
models early in the 2010s.

Our second key growth strategy is the advancement of localization.
To meet heavier demand worldwide, we will raise the ratio of local produc-
tion—globally balancing the increase in production capacity. In the current
fiscal year, the start-up of plants in Guangzhou in China and in Texas in
the United States will add 300,000 vehicles to production capacity. On top
of that, with new plants due to come onstream in Thailand, China, Russia,
and Canada, we plan to raise production capacity by more than 700,000
units worldwide by 2008. In this way, we will take advantage of business
chances worldwide by lifting local production capacity. Also, by aggressively
increasing local purchasing ratios, we hope to contribute to the develop-
ment of local economies through employment creation and the cultivation
and advancement of industry.
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[ Management Orientation and Targets ]

What direction is Toyota moving in and what kind of com-
pany do you want Toyota to be?

I want Toyota to be a highly ambitious company that can
continue to grow.

In terms of scale, Toyota has already become a giant corporation.
Nevertheless, I want Toyota to be a company that can continue to grow.
Faced with the large potential that a growing automobile industry pre-
sents, my aim is to move forward based on the unwavering, passionate
conviction that we are the industry’s vanguard. The moment a company
loses its appetite for growth is the moment it takes the first step on the
road to decline.

In addition, I want us to be a company that has large ambitions and
works to achieve them. I have often said that we aim to give the world
dream cars that, for example, make the air cleaner the more they run or do
not cause accidents or injure people. Toyota’s mission is to realize such
high ambitions. I firmly believe that tireless initiatives to make such dreams
a reality fuel Toyota’s development.

Would you give an overview of Toyota’s operational plans
and expected business results?

We will target higher revenues and earnings through efforts
focused on core global models, including increased sales of
the Corolla, Camry, Yaris (Vitz in Japan), and the IMV series. 

Toyota will also continue to steadily grow sales of hybrid vehicles and
Lexus-brand vehicles. We will leverage the strong product appeal of our
core global models—which account for more than 30% of consolidated
vehicle sales—to step up marketing initiatives. In line with this strategy, we
have already launched a completely remodeled Camry, which was the
result of a successful development project tasked with achieving a simulta-
neous worldwide production start-up. (see the The Camry Challenge section on

page 16 for further details)

In light of those plans, in the current fiscal year, ending March 31,
2007, we anticipate a 476,000-unit increase in consolidated vehicle sales
from fiscal 2006, to 8.45 million units. However, we are pursuing manage-
ment quality and such increased volume is merely an outcome. 

In consolidated business results, we anticipate net revenues of ¥22.30
trillion, operating income of ¥1.90 trillion, and net income of ¥1.31 trillion.
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In the current fiscal year, I want to realize higher net revenues and operating
income again by maintaining our management policy of consolidating foun-
dations while continuing to grow. (see the Message from the Executive Vice President

Responsible for Finance & Accounting section on page 14 for further details)

[ Policy on Returns to Shareholders ]

In closing, what is Toyota’s basic approach for returns to
shareholders?

We will heighten the reflection of consolidated results in
profit distribution. 

We regard actively returning profits to our shareholders as an important
management policy. Our approach for returns to shareholders has three
main aspects: first, the implementation of returns to shareholders on a con-
solidated basis; second, the change to consolidated dividend payout ratios
as the main determinant of dividend policy; and third, the increase of cash
dividends to a markedly higher level. In fiscal 2006, we adhered to that
approach, raising cash dividends for the seventh consecutive fiscal year.
Going forward, based on considerations of consolidated performance
trends, we aim to heighten the reflection of consolidated results in profit
distribution. Further, the Company will flexibly acquire common stock to
enhance capital efficiency and respond to the supply and demand situation.

The automobile industry is a growth industry. However, expanding the
operations of vehicle manufacturers requires a huge amount of funding. At
Toyota, we regard the realization of higher earnings and the enhancement
of corporate value through the development of operations as our primary
responsibility to shareholders. Accordingly, we will effectively utilize retained
earnings for forward-looking investment to establish next-generation tech-
nologies and enhance product appeal as well as for investment aimed at the
further expansion of global operations through the enlargement and
improvement of production and marketing systems. 

I would like to ask our shareholders and other investors for their contin-
ued cooperation and understanding as we take on further challenges.
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